Can I stop the warfarin? A review of the risks and benefits of discontinuing anticoagulation.
Long-term anticoagulant therapy with warfarin is part of standard therapy for several disorders commonly present in patients seen in hospice and palliative care programs. Yet warfarin is also the drug most implicated in adverse drug reactions and its risks rise with increasing age and comorbidity. Clinicians caring for patients with multiple comorbidities or a limited life expectancy often are faced with the decision as to whether anticoagulation should be continued. Published guidelines for the use of warfarin in venous thromboembolism and nonvalvular atrial fibrillation are based on studies in which such patients were underrepresented or excluded. Our review of the randomized trials on which these guidelines are based shows that the annual risk of recurrent venous thromboembolism after stopping warfarin is 2%-10%. No similar evidence is available for patients with atrial fibrillation, but the published CHADS(2) index uses multiple factors to estimate stroke risk. The risk of bleeding complications with warfarin is most closely linked to degree of anticoagulation. Nutritional compromise and changes in drug therapy increase this risk and require that any patient remaining on warfarin must undergo frequent monitoring of anticoagulant effect.